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instructions per second wikipedia - instructions per second ips is a measure of a computer s processor speed for cisc
computers different instructions take different amounts of time so the value measured depends on the instruction mix even
for comparing processors in the same family the ips measurement can be problematical many reported ips values have
represented peak execution rates on artificial instruction sequences, computing at columbia timeline - 1924 26 the
columbia university statistical laboratory location unknown includes hollerith tabulating punching and sorting machines
burroughs adding machines brunsviga and millionaire calculators the latter was the first device to perform direct
multiplication plus reference works such as math and statistical tables prof robert e chaddock statistics dept was in charge,
a complete history of mainframe computing - although only recognized as such many years later the abc atanasoff berry
computer was really the first electronic computer you might think electronic computer is redundant but as we just,
navigating the as 400 a hands on guide 2nd edition - this bar code number lets you verify that you re getting exactly the
right version or edition of a book the 13 digit and 10 digit formats both work, what every computer scientist should know
about floating - abstract floating point arithmetic is considered an esoteric subject by many people this is rather surprising
because floating point is ubiquitous in computer systems, fifty or sixty years of processor development for this - if you
research the history of the revolutionary iapx 432 you ll discover that it was a massive failure the hardware required to
implement the iapx 432 isa was massively complex, software library typewritten software - part nr format title imaged 3 5
aldus pagemaker for macintosh 512k or xl startup disk overwritten 5 25 aldus pagemaker version 1 04 for windows build
disk, c kermit 9 0 communications software terminal sessions - c kermit is a combined network and serial
communication software package offering a consistent transport independent cross platform approach to connection
establishment terminal sessions file transfer file management character set translation numeric and alphanumeric paging
and automation of file transfer and management dialogs and communication tasks through its built in scripting
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